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1. The Seventeenth Meeting of the African Regional Coordinating

Committee (ARCC) was organized by the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 24 - 26 April

1996.

A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION

2. The meeting was attended by the following twelve out of fifteen

ARCC member countries: Algeria, Burkina Faso, Burundi, the Congo,

Morocco, Namibia, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Tunisia, Uganda, and

Zambia. Cameroon which could not attend the meeting sent its inputs

to the deliberations on the role of ARCC by fax.

3. Twenty ECA member States participated in the meeting as

observers. These were Angola, Benin, Botswana, Cote d'lvoire,

Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea,

Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South

Africa, the United Republic of Tanzania, Zimbabwe.

4. Observers from the following member States of the United Nations

were present: Finland and the Netherlands.

5. Also in attendance were the African Federation of Women

Entrepreneurs (AFWE), the Inter-African Committee on Traditional

Practices affecting the health of women and children (IAC), and

African Centre for Magazine Publishing (ACMP).

6. The Organization of African Unity (OAU) was also represented.

7. United Nations institutions attending the meeting were:

International Labour Organization (ILO), Food and Agriculture

Organization (FAO), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) , United Nations

Education Science and Culture Organization (UNESCO), United Nations

Centre for Human Settlements (UNCHS), World Health Organization (WHO)

and the World Bank.

B. AGENDA

8. The agenda adopted for the meeting comprised the following

items:

1. Opening of the meeting.

2. Adoption of the Provisional Agenda and Provisional Programme

of Work.

3. Report on the activities of the ECA Women in Development

Programme during the period April 1995 - April 1996.

4. Report to ARCC on the meetings of the twenty-first Ad-hoc

Inter-agency Meeting on Women and the fortieth Session of the

Commission on the Status of Women.

5. Information on the ECA Renewal Process.

6. Report of the Bureau on Follow-up to the fourth World

Conference on Women.
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7. (a) Role of ARCC in coordinating, monitoring and evaluating

the implementation of the Platforms for Action for the

Advancement of Women;

(b) Election of ARCC members and the Bureau.

8. Influencing policy on information technology to meet women's

needs in Africa.

9. Any other business.

10. Adoption of the report.
11. Closure of the meeting.

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening Addresses (agenda item 1)

9. The meeting was officially opened by the President of the

African Regional Coordinating Committee for the Integration of Women

in Development Dr. Safiya Mohammed of Nigeria who also chaired the

meeting. In her opening remarks, she warmly welcomed all

participants to the seventeenth meeting of ARCC. She pointed out the

importance of the meeting in articulating actions and strategies that

would be instrumental in assisting member States in the

implementation of the Global and African Platforms for Action.

10- She called upon all participants to commit themselves during the

three days1 deliberations and seriously consider the issue before

them. She stressed the importance of the meeting to come up with

concrete proposals that were rational and realistic to Africa's

situation in terms of resources - both human and financial. She

wished all participants fruitful deliberations and a happy stay in

Addis Ababa. She then called upon the Ethiopian Minister of Women

Affairs to address the meeting.

11, In her opening Statement, the Minister of Women Affairs of the

Federal Democratic Government of Ethiopia, Mrs Tadeletch Haile

Michael cordially welcomed ARCC members and delegates to Addis Ababa

and to the seventeenth meeting of ARCC. She informed the members

that the ARCC meeting was indeed a fitting occasion to consider

issues on strategies for the implementation of the Global and

Regional Platforms for Action, as well as the Guidelines for the

implementation of both Platforms for Action.

12. She observed that the African continent had abundant resources

despite the negative development trends. The multi-faceted problems

Africa faced hampered the day-to-day life of every citizen

particularly women. Given this critical situation, it was incumbent

upon African Governments to jointly formulate policies and programmes

to foster accelerated growth and development on the basis of the

Continents abundant natural resource. These efforts should be backed

by determined action to usher peace and stability in the region,

without which no meaningful development can take place.
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13. The minister recalled the meeting which was held in Addis Ababa

before Beijing which had worked out strategies for the effective

participation in the fourth World Conference on Women, and which had

made it possible to drive major successes and visibility at the

conference. She commended the ECA and UNDP for convening yet a

meeting of the Bureau in March this year which had identified and

developed modalities to assist governments rationally and

realistically to implement the Platforms for Action. The Bureau's

recommendations, the Minister hoped, would in addition provide an

effective framework for the monitoring and evaluation of the

implementation of the Platforms for Action. The minister further

noted that the two Platforms advocate the need for an integrated

approach, which therefore rests the main responsibility for the

implementation of the Platforms upon African Governments. Each

government must take the lead in translating commitments into

national policies that would ensure concrete action in a sustainable

manner.

14. Commenting on Ethiopia's policy measures for the advancement of

women, the Minister informed the meeting that the Government had

instituted a package of short and long term measures which were

instrumental in accelerating overall development in the country.

These were timely measures for the implementation of the Platforms

for Action. She further informed the meeting that the government,

in recognition of Agriculture as the backbone of the country's

economy, had initiated a rural based development strategy which

incorporated diverse agricultural development schemes which were

pivotal to the progress of the national economy. The Government

policy measures further recognized recommendations and declarations

from the Cairo Agenda, Copenhagen and Beijing. In this respect, the

Government had launched an all round rural centred development

project which was designed to absorb the unemployed and impoverished

populace, especially the millions of street children and thousands

of graduates. She informed the meeting that within this framework,

government put high priority and emphasis on economic empowerment of

women as a strategy for the elimination of poverty in a sustainable

way. Women are primary producers of wealth, yet they don't own

property and have less control over productive resources such as

land, capital labour and information.

15• Turning to the agenda before the meeting, the Minister

congratulated the ECA for the selection of relevant topics which were

pertinent for the successful implementation of both platforms. She

stressed the'importance of strengthening ARCC at the subregional and

regional levels. ARCC had a unique role to play in improving

effective communication, information and data for articulating

strategies across the board. She concluded by giving the assurances

of utmost cooperation of the Government of Ethiopia. She wished the

meeting great success in its deliberations and also wished the

delegates a pleasant stay in Ethiopia.
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16. In his opening statement the Executive Secretary of the ECA, Mr

K. Y. Amoako, welcomed all participants to the meeting. He informed

them that this was the second meeting ECA was convening this year

after Beijing. The first, was the meeting of the Bureau held in

March this year to formulate a framework for the implementation of

the Global and Regional Platforms for Action. The Bureau meeting had

also discussed at length the role of ARCC in the coordination,

monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of both Platforms for

Action. In this regard, if ARCC took the lead and enforced this

mandate, this would provide a real stimulus for the advancement of

women in Africa.

17. The Executive Secretary therefore felt that the time had come

to launch a process of change and reform to give ARCC a new direction

and impetus as well as renewed dedication to confront the regional

and global challenges. The key areas ARCC needed to address were the

need for effective coordination of activities carried out by

structures at national, sub-regional and regional levels,

mobilization of the political support needed to ensure that timely

action was taken for effective implementation and monitoring of both

platforms including development of practical initiatives to

coordinate and monitor the efforts of government to achieve their

stated goals, and working out modalities for fostering collaboration

and cooperation with NGO's, the civil society, regional and the

international donor community.

18. The Executive Secretary called upon ARCC to join hands with ECA

to assist in the monitoring and gathering of information which would

be widely disseminated to all member States, women focal points, NGOs

and the civil society. The ECA however hoped to gain more

perspectives and guidance from ARCC on how to assist member States

in improving the socio-economic and political conditions of women.

19. Referring to Governments and their responsibilities in the post

Beijing guest, the Executive Secretary stressed the importance of

public policy reforms and the benefits that derive from investing in

women and girls. Governments must take the lead through public

policy reforms to reduce gender inequalities which included modifying

laws and regulations to ensure equal opportunities; macro-economic

stability, and improving microeconomic incentives; redirecting public

spending to investments that offer high social returns, and last but

not least, intervening to institute programmes that target women and

girls with the aim of reducing poverty which he said was feminized.

Women had proved to do more with resources and opportunities and

often make the best target for investments and policy interventions.

Governments must therefore listen to the voices of women policy

makers and women groups. Being sensitized to gender was not just

becoming conscious of fairness and equity, but it was to be made

aware of a whole dimension of economic rationality, of modalities for

cost effectiveness and of the way social and economic development

interact and interlink.
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20. Talking about ECA's future role in promoting gender programmes,

the Executive Secretary informed the meeting of .his strong commitment

on the gender issues, which in the renewed ECA, and within the five

focused programme areas, gender was to be a cross-cutting concern of

each of the five new divisions. Organisationally to ensure that this

was implemented, the African Centre for Women was to be strengthened

in its staffing and mandate. The Centre had in addition, been placed

in the office of the Executive Secretary of the ECA, to raise its

profile internally, and to effectively promote the mainstreaming of

gender in all ECA's programmes. The ACW was to become a key

networker, attracting visiting experts, scholars and political

leaders as well as outstanding women in Africa as visiting scholars.

The Executive Secretary further informed the meeting about the

African Leadership Fund project launched last year as a means of

soliciting funding for the implementation of the Centre's priority

programmes and activities. In this regard, $ 1 million had been

secured from the World Bank to support ECA's efforts in promoting

advocacy, training and workshops. He also informed the meeting of

a three day consultative meeting on partnerships with ECA which was

another initiative of exploring more opportunities for partnerships

with the international donor community.

21. Reflecting on the UN system-wide special initiative on Africa,

the Executive Secretary informed the meeting about the fourteen

specific components for action contained in the special initiative,

and which had been defined by African governments themselves. The

components mainly in the sectors of basic education, basic health,

governance, food security, water and sanitation, peace building and

informatics, touched critically on the well-being of the African

women and family. Action in any or all of the components was the

surest way to advance the course of, and empower African women.

ARCC's framework agenda should therefore examine the various ways it

can link itself with the programme components set out in the Special

initiative on Africa.

22. The Executive Secretary concluded by hoping that the meeting

would be able to come up with an implementable agenda for the Global

and African Platforms for Action, which would also include measures

for monitoring and evaluation.

23. The Assistant Secretary-General of OAU, Mr Pascal Gayama in his

address, expressed his gratitude for being invited to participate in

the meeting. This he said, was one sure way of carrying forward the

recommendations contained in the Dakar African Regional Platform for

Action which called upon the need for cooperation between regional

institutions for an effective implementation of the Platform for

Action and follow-up on decisions made in Dakar and Beijing.

24. The Assistant Secretary-General assured the meeting of OAU's

priority and emphasis in accelerating the integration of women in

development within the framework of the ECA renewal process and

within the context of the Commission on the Status of Women. In this

regard, 0AU!s challenge would seek for the highest political support
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particularly with regard to political liberation of women in.&frica,

which closely relates to ..conflict- prevention, management and

resolution. The OAU was committed to actively involve women in the

peace process as recommended in the Dakar and Global Platforms for

Action. The Assistant Secretary-General informed the meeting tha.t

this strategy was reaffirmed by UNDP in a recent meeting which was

held with Hs Sirleaf-Johnson, the Assistant Administrator and

Director of the. Regional Bureau for Africa.

25. The Assistant Secretary-General further informed the meeting

that OAU's programmes and strategies would be integrated in the new

resolutions for Africa which the OAU Secretary-General is drawing and

which would be tabled during the 64th session of the Council of

Ministers and the 32nd session of the.Conference of Heads of States

that will take place from 1st to 10 July in Yaounde, Cameroon. In

addition, the OAU had already budgeted for some of the women

activities as outlined in both Platforms for Action. For instance,

OAU is jointly organizing a meeting with Uganda Government in Kampala

in September this year under the theme: "Literacy and the girl-child

education".

26. The Assistant Secretary-General concluded by pointing out that

Africa was at the cross-roads, it was therefore imperative for both

men and women to jointly work together for the progress and well-

being of the African population.

27. He hoped that the ARCC meeting would lay out strategies that

would contribute to the achievement of this objective.

28* The meeting was chaired by a bureau composed by the following:

. President - Nigeria

. Vice President - Rwanda

. 1st Rapporteur - Uganda

2nd Rapporteur - Algeria

Adoption of the Agenda and the Programme of Work (agenda item 2)

29 • The agenda was adopted with one additional item as 7b, i.e.

Election of ARCC Members and Election of the Bureau.

30. With regard to the programme of work, the meeting decided ato

cancel Coffee Breaks and thereafter adopted the following working

hours:

9:00 a.m. - 13:00 p.m. and

, . 15:00 p.m. -?• 17:30 p.m.
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Report on the activities of the ECA women in development programme

during the period April 1995 to April 1996 (agenda item 3)

31. This agenda item was introduced by the Chief of the African

Centre for Women. The report covered activities on the

implementation of the two resolutions adopted by the ECA Conference

of Ministers at its twenty-first meeting. It also covered meetings

organized by ECA/ACW in preparation for the fourth World Conference

on Women, the activities in Beijing, as well as the outcome of the

meeting of the Bureau of the fifth African Regional Conference on

Women were also discussed in the report. Similarly, the report

included a summary of ACW publications and reports, missions

undertaken as well as resources mobilized during the period in

question. In presenting the orientation for 1996, mainstreaming of

gender in the ECA Work Programme as well as monitoring the

implementation of the African and Global Platforms for Action were

articulated as the priority activities for ACW.

32. In the discussion that followed, participants congratulated ACW

for a very productive year and a cogent presentation of the

activities undertaken. Clarification was sought by participants as

to how ECA intended to spend the resources it had mobilized and how

member States could tap the resources to implement their national

projects; hire experts to conduct training on resource mobilization

and to implement various activities at the subregional level. The

subregional balance would be taken into consideration in the process

of projects1 implementation including possible collaboration with

some of the subregional institutions in training.

33. Regarding ACW's priority to mainstream gender in ECA's work

programme in 1996, it was agreed that the Centre is not sufficiently

staffed and there is a commitment to strengthen it. National experts

could be utilized by ECA on short-term basis in this exercise as a

measure of strengthening ECA's capacity and to enhance collaboration

with member States.

34. The distribution of questionnaires to member States was

suggested as an effective way of facilitating ACW's role of gathering

information on the implementation of the Global and Regional

Platforms. In this connection, given the serious communication

difficulties that continue to retard timely distribution of

information, it was suggested that communication through the

embassies in Addis Ababa and directly with the ministries concerned

could be a better alternative to sending information through the

Ministries of Foreign Affairs.

35. In response to the announcement that ACW provided regional

advisory services upon request, some countries expressed the need for

these services particularly in the preparation of national plans to

implement the Global and Regional Platforms.
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3$. Requests for the final report of the Beijing Conference as well

as documents that were distributed in Beijing in French were made.

Clarification was given that the final report of the Beijing
Conference would be issued by the Division for the Advancement of

Women in New York. As for ACW documents, those that were available

in French could be found in the ACW Reference Unit.

37. The OAU representative informed the meeting that the African

Group was well coordinated at the fortieth Session of the CSW. The

Chairmanship of the African Group of the CSW is dependent on which

country chairs the African Group in New-York for the month. Problems
associated with the effective participation of the African Group are

related to most member States' late coming to the non-participation

of most members.

Report on the 21st Ad-hoc Inter-Actency Meeting on women and the 40th

Session of the Commission on the Status of Women (agenda item 4)

38. The Chief of the African Centre for Women (ACW) introduced the

Report on the Ad-Hoc Inter-Agency Meeting and explained its function

and that of the System-wide medium term plan (SWMTP). It was noted

that the meeting considered activities planned by specialized
agencies for follow-up to the fourth World Conference on Women {FWCW)

and Task Forces which have been set up within the UN system,, as well

as their role in ensuring the inclusion of a gender perspective in

follow-up to all major conferences. It was further observed that the

need for exchange of information and coordination between Specialized

Agencies, the Division for the Advancement of Women (DAW) and

Regional Commissions was stressed as well as the importance of

regional-level work on implementing the Platforms for Action and the

recognition that each region has its own priorities.

3». The Chief of the ACW then presented the Report on the fortieth

Session of the Commission on the Status of Women. It was explained

that a new approach was used for the 1996 meeting — the use of Panel

discussions on specific critical areas of the Global Platform. The

attention of the participants was brought to the scheduled themes of

future meetings. Several participants questioned the rationale for

the choice of the order in which to focus critical areas within the

work of the CSW for the next four years and whether country reports

will be limited to the three areas. For example, poverty was

mentioned as more appropriate critical area on which to focus. One

representative suggested that ECA could encourage participation of

African experts in future Panel discussions.

40. Comments were also forwarded on the request made within the

Global Platform for countries to submit their national plans within

six months of the Conference in Beijing. A comment was made on the

issue that African countries were not aware of the need for such

information.
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41. Some participants who had attended the CSW meeting commented on

the need for the African group to be more committed and better

organized. It was acknowledged that the language barrier is an

impediment. One ARCC member commented on what she felt was a general

lack of information and organization in African countries and the

fact that other regions had already had post-Beijing meetings.

42. The other issue raised was that of "unstable structures" within

many African countries whereby changes are frequent and

representatives attending specific meetings are often changed. She

suggested drawing up a time table and uniform guidelines for

implementation of the Platforms in order to make more progress in

this area. One ARCC member suggested strengthening ARCC so that it

could provide impetus for the African group at the CSW meetings and

improving coordination between the two bodies and the need for South-

South cooperation.

43. She also suggested that participants in the ARCC meeting, in

order to keep abreast of work on advancement of women, keep in

contact with their representative to the third Committee of the

General Assembly, which deals with social issues.

Information on the ECA renewal process (agenda item 5)

44. In introducing the agenda item, the Secretariat gave an overview

of the ECA's renewal process, in which gender was to be a cross-

cutting concern in all the new fine focused programmes of the ECA.

These five focused programmes included:

(a) facilitating economic and social policy analysis and

implementation;

(b) ensuring food security and sustainable development;

(c) strengthening development management;

(d) harnessing information for development, and

(e) promoting regional cooperation.

45. The participants commenting on the document, congratulated the

ECA for coming up with a clear strategic framework on which to base

its future actions. They however cautioned the ECA, to carefully

analyse all factors and strategies that will help create an impact

in Africa. The delegates for instance pointed out that in tackling

the programme on poverty, ECA together with member States should

analyse and assess the root causes of poverty, in a way that would

help formulate focused policies and actions. They also recommended

that within this new Direction of the ECA, in order to give gender

programmes more visibility, at subregional levels a gender focal

point should be instituted within the MULPOCs to closely work with

member States and other subregional institutions.
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Report of the meeting of the Bureau on the follow-up to the fourth

World Conference on Women (agenda item 6)

46. Introducing this agenda item, the representative of the

secretariat pointed out that a meeting of experts and of the Bureau

had been organized in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 1 to 3 March and

from 3 to 5 March 1996 respectively, at the initiative of the

Chairperson of the Bureau for the fifth African Regional Conference

on Women with a view to speeding up the implementation of the Dakar

and Beijing Platforms for Action.

47. The purpose of both meetings was to propose a strategy for

implementing the two platforms in the African region. The

recommendations coming out of both meetings focused on:

(a) A sensitization and social mobilization strategy to be used

in achieving wider commitment to these Platforms, securing the

consent of the entire society and committing all development agents

to that implementation within the limits of existing resources,

structures and communication media;

(b) The preparation of national multisectoral plans of action

based on a participatory approach and setting out goals to be

attained, indicators of progress as well as time-frames for

implementation. A multidisciplinary coordinating organ should be

established to monitor the participation of all segments of society.

(c) The mobilization of resources from national budgets and

assistance from various partners in the implementation of the

platforms for action as well as the judicious use of financial

resources;

(d) The judicious use of institutional support mechanisms in the

pursuit of women's advancement. In this regard,, each sectoral

ministry should have its own follow-up and evaluation mechanism for

monitoring activities in its sector? and

(e) The rationalization of meetings and other activities while

leaving to member States the latitude for organizing post-Beijing

meetings around themes of their choice.

48* The Chairperson of the Bureau, in turn, stressed the need for

advocacy and the organization of donor roundtable meetings on the

implementation of the programmes prepared in line with the Platforms.

During the discussions which followed questions were asked about the

selection of experts invited to the various meetings, the idea being

to extend participation to other countries. Participants further

requested EGA to consider the need to finance economic and technical

projects, to improve access to credit in cooperation with ADB, to

support mechanisms that extended assistance to women in the low-

income bracket, to -improve access to information and to create

synergy among those programmes that proved successful. Attention was
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called on the need for synchronization of activities undertaken in

the region.

49. The meeting was also informed of a consultative meeting of

coordination of post Beijing in UNESCO's area of interest which will
be held in Brazzaville, the Congo, from 20 to 23 May 1996. It also

took note of a communication from Zimbabwe Government regarding the

withdrawal of a proposed constitutional amendment relating to

marriage of Zimbabweans to foreign spouses which would have had some

discriminatory impact on Zimbabwean women married to foreigners.

50. The meeting took note of the report.

The Role of ARCC in coordination, monitoring and evaluating the

implementation of the Platforms for Action for the Advancement of

Women (agenda item 7a)

51. In the presentation, the Chief of ACW highlighted the functions

of ARCC with respect to coordinating, monitoring, evaluating and

implementing the African and Global Platforms for Action.

52. Following this introduction, some delegations expressed concern

that the work of the Bureau of the African Regional Conference might

overlap with that of ARCC. Many delegations recognized that the

important work done by the Bureau of the Regional Conference spoke

for its inclusion.

53. The Conference decided to strengthen ARCC by expanding its

Bureau to include the Chairperson of the Regional Conference. A

recommendation in this regard was accordingly made for submission to

the forthcoming ECA Conference of Ministers which would be held from

6 to 8 May 1996.

54* It was further proposed that ARCC should work with existing

structures as each has its comparative advantage and can contribute

to the strengthening of the role of ARCC. In this regard, ECA was

requested to prepare a 1 ist of structures that are in existence.

However, emphasis should be placed on strengthening ARCC as it is

more representative and has a clear mandate to co-ordinate women in

development activities, whereas the Bureau plays an advocacy and

complementary role to ARCC.

55. Reflecting on the MULPOCs, participants felt that they have an

influence on gender issues, which require strengthening of their

relationship with ARCC. In this regard, competant gender focal

points should be appointed to each MULPOC. This would be of

assistance to member States of the subregions, particularly with

regard to the task of formulating national plans for the

implementation of the Platforms for Action. And it would in addition

reduce the need for member States, reliance on the direct assistance

of ECA/ACW and ease the communication flow between the subregions and

ACW.
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56. With regard to the election of new ARCC members and the bureau,

the participants pointed out the imbalances, in terms of membership

size, between the subregions which had a direct effect on countries1

opportunities to be elected to ARCC. To improve the conditions, it

was proposed that membership within a subregional grouping be based

on the total membership of its ecnomic community. This, in turn,

would achieve a better balance, while at the same time establishing

a better link between women's and economic issues. It was also

suggested that there was a need to have a thematic orientation to

future ARCC meetings so as to make them more focused and meetings

should be coordinated with those of the Commission on the Status of

Women (CSW), and the MULPOCs to take place simultaneously. It was

however noted that ECA had no mandate to discuss CSW procedures.

57.. Furthermore, the possibility of amending the resolution which

established ARCC in order to reflect its new mandate in coordinating,

monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the Platforms of

Action was brought up. The Secretariat reminded the group that many

changes within ECA were expected to have taken place by the time ARCC

is scheduled to meet again. It was suggested that, in view of the

problems identified relating to the inactivity, composition and

procedures for the working of ARCC and in the light of the changed

situation in the continent, the recommendation to undertake an

evaluation of ARCC should be endorsed. Such an evaluation should

examine the structure, composition and functioning of ARCC in the

light, of its mandate and objectives particularly the follow-up of the

African and Global Platforms of Action.

Election of ARCC members and the Bureau (agenda item 7b)

58. In the introduction, ARCC members were reminded the structure,

the composition of ARCC as well as the election procedure. A list of

ARCC members and members of ARCC Bureau from 1979 todate was

distributed as reference material. It was noted that ARCC members

are normally elected during subregional committee meetings. However,

since the current members had been on the committee since 1992 and

most delegations were prepared to carry out the election, it was

decided to proceed with consultations taking into account the

rotation of countries.

59. Following lengthy consultations, the meeting recommended the

addition of three members for the Eastern and Southern African

subregion and one member for the West African sub-region, in order

to ensure fair representation of the subregions in the committee.

The following were recommended for representing their respective

subregions in ARCC during the period 1996 - 1998:

Great Lakes subregion: President - Rwanda

Vice-president - Zaire

Rapporteur - Burundi
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North Africa subregion: President - Tunisia

Vice-President - Algeria

Rapporteur - Morocco

West Africa subregion: President - Senegal

Vice-President - Nigeria

Rapporteur - C6te d'lvoire

Central and Eastern

and Southern Africa

Subregion : It was decided to hold sub-regional meetings

at a later date and communicate new members to

the ECA Secretariat in due course.

60* It was further recommended that ARCC Bureau members will be the

following:

President - Tunisia

First Vice-President - Rwanda

Second Vice-President - A representative of the Eastern and

Southern Africa Subregion

First Rapporteur - Cote d'lvoire

Second Rapporteur - A representative of the Central Africa

Subregion

61. In order to facilitate future elections, the meeting requested

ACW to establish procedures which set out clear selection criteria

as well as a rotation system.

Influencing Policy on Information Technology to Meet Women's Needs

in Africa (agenda item 8)

62. Presenting this agenda item, the ECA representative pointed out

that the Gender Working Group set up by the UN Commission of Science

and Technology to inter alia make recommendations on science and

technology policy to national governments concluded that the link

between gender, science and technology and development had been

neglected. She informed the participants that in a short time the

Conference of Ministers will be held to discuss, among other things,

the building of Africa's information highway. She believed that it

is crucial for ARCC to have an input into the discussion on how

gender needs will be catered for in the formulation of information

technology policy for Africa.

63. The representative indicated that in the global economic

environment of today, information has become the most important

resource. Countries are either being classified as "information

rich" or "information poor." Countries must choose into Which

category they would like to be placed. Reasons for the potential

marginalization of Africa in the age of information technology

include: (a) limited skills/training opportunities due to the costs
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involved and (b) the nature of national development policies which

fail to take&.into account the issue of information technology.

Marginalization is certain if Africa chooses not to participate in

the information highway. Africa cannot really take part in the

global economic changes taking place without access to information

technology.

64. It was further noted that while the ITU and UNESCO are dealing

with issues of information technology to close the gaps, NGOs are

taking the lead in this area in Africa. There are three NGOs, namely

SINGONET in South Africa, ENDA in Senegal, and ECONET in Kenya that

are making efforts to consider womenfs needs/gender issues in

information technology. For example, they, are looking for ways to

make information technology accessible to rural, non literate women

by establishing village information Centres. These efforts are

necessary to combat the development of a male, urban, elite monopoly

on the access to/use of information technology. The meeting cited

idea being explored in South Africa where information technology is

being used to benefit previously marginalized groups. By setting up

tele-centers (community information centers) where the whole

community has access, they are experimenting with such techniques as

touch screens and voice recognition. As a democratic medium,

information technology set-up in this way will make issues of

literacy and financial resources irrelevant as they will cease to be

prerequisites for access to information technology.

65. The advantages of the various capabilities of information

technology were: first, electronic mail usage is considerably cheaper

than fax usage for sending and receiving information; second,

communications and notification of events can be considerably faster

than faxing or conventional mailings as mailing lists can be devised

to send the same information to several people instantaneously and,

whole documents can be sent over the information highway and

downloaded at the destination; third, subscribers can also access

electronic bulletin boards (e.g. the Worldwide Web) where they can

offer and receive information on a whole host of topics and

interests.

66. The introduction was followed by a demonstration on how

information technology can be used in order to ensure that women are

aware of how the "info-structures" are being built and their concerns

are reflected in these efforts.

67. During the ensuing discussion, concerns were expressed over the

costs involved in building an information center, methods of

allocating/mobilizing resources for the development of information

technology and the access of rural women. . to such information

technology considering the fact that the majority of them are

illiterate and poor with limited access to material resources such

as finances, electricity, telecommunications equipment.
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68. It was observed that strategies (e.g. touch screen, voice

recognition, and local language usage, solar electricity, wind power)

must be devised and utilized to reach rural women and women's

machineries should take on the responsibility to ensure that the

technology is transformed so that it becomes accessible to rural

women.

69. With regard to resource mobilization for women it was indicated

that the World Bank, through its INFODEV fund exists for building

"info-structures and training trainers in the utilization of

information technology. USAID has allocated U.S. $15 million to

twenty African countries for the same purpose. It was pointed out,

however, that these projects were being decided on a national level.

Also, the UN Special Initiative on Africa has as one of its areas of

concern the harnessing of information technology for development;

Anv other business (agenda item 9)

70. Under this agenda item, ARCC members were given thorough

information on the forthcoming World Conference on Habitat (HABITAT

II) , and the first Global Women Entrepreneurs Trade Fair and

Investment Forum to be held in June in Istanbul, Turkey and in Accra,

Ghana respectively.

71. In addition, the representative from Habitat informed the

meeting that urbanization and its negative impact, would be addressed

in that conference as well as the issue of street children. Five

representatives from each region had been invited by Habitat to

participate in the Istanbul conference. She further gave a brief on

the "Women and Habitat" programme, mentioning that its areas of focus

include access to land, inheritance and housing. She talked about

a conference held in Sweden in 1995 in which the enormous disparities

among regions of the world were addressed, and another conference

held recently in Johannesburg and regretted that there was minimal

attendance by women. She requested ACW to work more closely with

UNEP/Habitat.

72. The representative of ACMP questioned the absence of NGOs such

as FEMNET at the meeting although they had been invited. She

suggested establishing a five member committee to mobilize resources

and to approach African banks, business as well as multinationals.

It was also suggested that ARCC could establish various committees,

each focusing on specific issues such as sensitization, resource

mobilization. Bureau members could chair such committees.

73. The Secretariat informed the meeting of the first Global Women's

Entrepreneurs to be held in Ghana, from 26 June to 3 July 1996 and

called on massive participation of African Women entrepreneurs. ARCC

members were invited to give the trade fair wide publicity in their

respective countries and subregions.
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Adoption of the report (agenda item 1Q)

74. The report was adopted with a few amendments. The meeting

addressed a decision and one recommendation for adoption by the ECA

Conference of Ministers. They are attached as annex I and TI.

Closure of the meeting (agenda item 11)

75r., , The Chairperson thanked delegates for their active participation
and substantive contributions to the discussions during the meeting.

She also thanked the ECA/ACW secretariat for its diligence and hard

work in servicing the meeting. On behalf of participant^, the
Minister of Women, Children and Family of Senegal commended'" tf^fe, ARCC
President for the way she ably conducted the meeting. Finally, on

behalf of the ECA Executive Secretary, the Chief of ACW ^anib$ all
the participants for their valuable contributions throughout the
meeting and for their commitment towards effective implementation of

the Platforms for Action in the region.

7£» The Chairperson then declared the meeting closed.
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DECISION ON

THE REVITALIZATION AND STRENGTHENING OF THE AFRICA REGIONAL

COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

We the Members of the African Regional Coordinating Committee for

the Integration of Women in Development:

Determined to implement the recommendations of the Regional and the

Global Platforms for Action for the advancement of women; mindful of

the importance of effective coordination, monitoring and evaluation

of the implementation process, and the imperative to strengthen ARCC

in order to execute its coordinating and evaluation role in the

implementation process at the regional level:

Decide:

1. To introduce the following modifications in the composition of

the membership of ARCC:

that the ECA Niamey MULPOC Subregion would have 4 instead of

3 countries as members of ARCC

that the ECA Lusaka MULPOC Subregion will have 6 instead of

3 countries as members of ARCC

that the Chairperson of the African Regional Conference on

Women would become a member of the Bureau of ARCC until the

next African Regional Conference

that ECA defines clearly and precisely the criteria for

membership in the subregional and regional Bureaux of ARCC;

that ECA establishes the principles for rotating the members

of the Bureaux in conformity with the rules and regulations

of the United Nations

- that ECA carries out periodic evaluation exercises of the

performance of the members of ARCC at the subregional levels
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RECOMMENDATION ON

FOLLOW-UP TO DAKAR AND BEIJING CONFERENCESi

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GLOBAL AND REGIONAL PLATFORMS FOR ACTION

FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN

Wo the members of the Africa Regional Coordinating Committee for

the Integration of Women in Development at our seventeenth meeting:

Noting with satisfaction that the African and Global Platforms for

Action are a positive synthesis of national perspectives and

priorities which are an indispensable strategy for committed and

concerted action at the national, subregional, regional, and

international levels for the accelerated achievement of our

development target in the 1990s and beyond.

Aware of the imperative and implications for resource mobilization

of all available human, technical materials, physical and financial

resources, nationally, regionally and internationally.

Conscious of the importance of continuous sensitization aimed at

securing commitment for concrete action

Recalling the resolution 802 (XXX) of the EGA Conference of

Ministers concerning the African Platform for Action: African Common

Position for the Advancement of Women and the Addis Ababa Declaration

on the Dakar African Platform for Action on Women (AHG/Decl. 2

(XXXI)) by the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of

African Unity (OAU).

1. Kindly request the African Heads of State at the fourth coming

summit to continue to promote the implementation of the Regional

and Global Platforms for Action in accordance with the Addis

Ababa declaration (AHG/Decl. 2 (XXXI))

2. Urge: (i) OAU, ECA and ADB to play a strong coordinating and

catalytic role in the implementation of the Platforms for Action

at the regional level; (ii) subregional organizations set up

machineries to facilitate their implementation role; (iii)

governments to place national machineries in positions where

they have the capacity and political clout to influence policies

and programmes, and to monitor and coordinate the implementation

process.

3. Request ECA to:

(i) establish a data bank on national experiences on women,

gender and development and disseminates the information for

possible replication where necessary; and involves eminent

persons from Africa in campaigns for the implementation of

the Global and Regional Platforms for Action;
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(ii) to redynamize the activities of the MULPOCs, particularly by

allocating sufficient resources to facilitate the

coordination of gender programmes in the subregions;

4. Request the Bureau of the Fifth African Regional Conference on

Women in collaboration and consultation with ECA and OAU plays

a complementary advocacy role in the implementation of the

Platforms for Action; .

4. Recommend to governments that mainstreaming gender in all

sectors of national programmes should be the strategy for

implementing the Global and Regional Platforms for Action and

as such, line ministries should include elements of the

Platforms within their sectors and allocate the necessary

resources for their implementation;

5. Recommend also to governments and all development actors that

in the search for resources for the implementation of the

Platforms, competition should be avoided by instituting new fora

for consultations between governments and non-government

organizations, and as new sources of financing are identified,

: . all development actors should take action to reduce waste of

resources in such activities as multiplicity of meetings,

mismanagement of public funds etc.

6- Urge ECA.to: (i) set up a multidisciplinary group of experts to

prepare- a comprehensive report on the impact of debt and

structural adjustment programmes on women and the feasibility

of relieve measures that have already been proposed; (ii) and

create a forum for sharing women's long-term vision and ideas

on the community and development within the context of

globalization; £.^.;.;

7. 0rg«: - :

(i) the ECA to ensure that the gender dimension is integrated

into the policy document "African Information Society

Initiative (AXSI)" in order to respond to the needs of both

women and men appropriately and equitably;

(ii) the ECA Conference of Ministers to encourage governments,

NGOs, the private sector and all development actors: to

ensure scientific and technical literacy for all women and

men so that they can effectively use it to meet their basic

needs; to foster equal access by women and men to advanced

training in science and technology in order to facilitate

pursuit of careers such as technologists, scientists,

engineers etc.; to promote equal access to information and

knowledge which women and men can use to improve their

standard of living and quality of life; and to ensure gender

; equity within science and technology institutions including

policy and decision-making bodies.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS / LISTS DBS PARTICIPANTS

I. ARCC Heabtrs

1. ALGERIA

M. Ibrahim Haci BENAOUDA

Counsellor

Algerian Embassy

B. P. 5740

Addis Abeba, Ethiopie

Tel: 65 23 00

Mroe. Marie MBOUND2I

Conseiller d'Ambassade

Ambassade du Congo

Addis Abeba, Ethiopie

Tel: 51 41 88

M. Jean Prosper MIAMONA

Secretaire d1Ambassade

Ambassade du Congo

Addis Abeba, Ethiopia

Tel: 51 41 88

2. BURKINA FASO

Ms. OUEDRAOGO Ahoua

Directrice de la Promotion

de la Famille au Ministere

de 1 'Action Sociale et de la

Famille

01 B. P. 515

Ouagadougou

Tel: 226 31 00 55

Fax: 226 31 51 32

3. BURUNDI

Ms. Jacqueline KARIBWAMI

Premier Secretaire

Ambassade du Burundi

Addis Abeba, Ethiopie

Tel: 65 13 00

Fax: 65 02 99

4. CONGO

S. E. Mme. Marie Therese AVEMEKA

Minlstre Charge de 1 • integration

de la femme au developpement

Brazzaville

Tel: 242 837557

Fax: 242 837951

Mme. Anne Marie YAGNEMA

Conseiller a la Promotion

Feminine

Brazzaville

Tel: 242 83 79 19

M. POUKAWA

Secretaire d'Ambassade

Ambassade du Congo

Addis Abeba, Ethiopia

Tel: 51 41 88

5. MOROCCO

MS. Touria RHARBAL

Ministere delegue aupres

du Premier Minister Charge de la

Population

Chargee d1etudes au Ministere

Charge de la Population

Rabat

Tel: 212-7 761415/769985

Fax: 212-7 766462

Mr. Mohammed RASSIFI

Conseiller du Ministre Charge

de la Population

Ministere delegue aupres du

Premier

Ministre Charge de la Population

Rabat

Tel: , 212-7 761415/769985

Fax: 212-7 766462

6. NAMIBIA

Mrs. Maria KAPERE

Under-Secretary

Department of Women

(DWA)

P. B. 13339

Windhoek

Affairs

iv. **A 1O QO
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Dr. Ndahafa A. NQHIFINDAKA

Chief Control Officer

Department of Women Affairs

(DWA)

P. B. 13339

Windhoek

Tel: 061 220010

Fax: 061 221770/221780

H. E. Hr. Hinyangerwa P. ASHEEKE

Ambassador

Namibia Embassy

P. O. BOX 1443

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 19 66

Hr. Linus MUKASA

First Secretary

Namibia Embassy

P. O. Box 1443

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 19 66

Ms. Ingrid TJIZO

Minister Counsellor

Namibia Embassy

P. O. Box 1443

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 19 66

7. NIGER

Mme. KOTONDI Mariama

Conseiller

Ambassade de la Republique du

Niger

B. P. 5791

Addis Abeba

Mr. ABANI A. Ibrahim

Premier Secretaire

Ambassade du Niger

B. P. 5791

Addis Abeba

8. NIGERIA

Dr. Safiya I. MUHAMMAD

Director -of Family Support

Programme

Department

Federal Ministry of Women

Affairs and Social Development

Abuj a

Tel: 09-2 340266

Mrs. F. A. UKONGA

Deputy Chief of Mission

Embassy of Nigeria

Addis Ababa

Tel: 55 06 44

Mr. S. O. WLLOUGHBY

Minister

Embassy of Nigeria

Addis Ababa

Tel: 55 06 44

Ms. E. A. UKEH

Counsellor

Embassy of Nigeria

Addis Ababa

Tel: 55 06 44

9. RWANDA

Mme. MUKARUGUMWA VENANTIE

Directrice de la Promotion de la

Fenune

Ministere de la Famille et de la

Promotion de la Femme

B. P. 960

Kigali

Mme. KAGAJU Marie

Directrice de la Famille

et de la Promotion Feminine

Bureau du Premier Ministre

B. P. 1334

Kigali

Mr. Vincent NIAMBABAZI

Second Counsellor



10. TUNISIA

Ms. Soukeina BOURAOUI

President Directeur General du

Centre

de Recherche, Etude,

Documentation et

Information sur la Femme

(CREDIF)

Tunisie

Tel: 216 1 88 53 22

Fax: 216 1 88 74 36

Ms. Ezzeddine ZAYANI

Premier Conseiller

Ambassade de Tunisie

Addis Abeba

Tel: 65 38 18

11. UGANDA

Mr. G. S. KABUSHENGA

Counsellor

Uganda Embassy

Addis Ababa

Tel: 51 30 88
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S. E. Toko SERAO

Ambassadeur d'Angola

Addis Abeba

Tel: 251 1 51 00 85

Fax: 251 1 51 49 22

Mme. Maria Mpava MEDINA

Directrice Nationale

Luanda

Tel: 244 2 33 04 88

Fax: 244 2 33 00 28

Mme. Maria Isabel RESENDE

Ler Secretaire Ambassade

Addis Abeba

Tel: 251 1 51 00 85

Fax: 251 1 51 49 22

Mr. Tete ANTONIO

Ambassade d1Angola

Addis Ababa

Tel: 51 00 85

Fax: 51 49 22

Ms. Christina

FERREIRA

Angola Embassy

Addis Ababa

Tel: 51 00 85

Dos SANTOS

12.

Ms. Christine KALAMWINA

Gender Analyst

NCDP

P. 0. Box 50268

Lusaka

(i)

II. OBSERVERS

States

1. ANGOLA

S. E. Joana Lina RAMOS BATISTA

CRISTIANA

Secretaire d'Etat pour la

Promotion

et le Developpement de la Femme

Luanda

2. BENIN

Mme. COMLANVI HOUNTONDJI Marie

Odile

Chargee de Politique Sectorielle

Cellule "Femmes dans le

Developpement

Agricole et Rural"

Ministere du Developpement Rural

B. P. 03 0998

Cotonou

Tel: 229 30 04 10/30 40 96

Fax: 229 30 03 26

Mme. TOKOU-DADA Adele

Membre du Secretariat Permanent

de la "Cellule Femme11 au

Ministere du Plan

et de la Restructuration

Economique
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3. BOTSWANA

Ms. Caroline DAVIDS

Assistant Coordinator

Women's Affairs Division

Ministry of Labour and Home

Affairs

Private Bag 00185

Gaborone

Tel: 267 309222

Fax: 267 309227

4. COTE D'lVOIRE

S. E. Mme HEPIE GNANAZAN

Albertine

Ministre de la Famille et

de la Promotion de la Fexnme

Ministere de la Famille et

de la Promotion de la Femme

Abidjan

Tel: 225 21 76 26/21 77 02

Fax: 225 21 44 61

Ms. Marie Laure KOUTOUA

Cabinet du Ministre de la

Famille ., ,;? ,,.

et de la Promotion de la Femme

Abidjan

Cote d'lvoire

Tel: 225 21 76 26/21 77 02

Fax: 225 21 44 61

Mme. Zenika Toure SANOGHO

Premier Secretaire

Ambassade de Cote d'lvoire

B. P. 3668

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 12 13

Fax: 71 21 78

5. DJIBOUTI

Mr. Yacin AHMED DINI

Premier Conseiller

Ambassade de Djibouti

Addis Abeba

S. E. M. Daouda DIABATE

Ambassadeur

Ambassade de Cote d'lvoire

B. P. 3668

Addis Abeba

Tel.:,. 71 12 13, Fax: 71 21 78

Mme Koue LOU TIE YVETTE

Conseiler Technique du Ministre

Ministere de la Famille et

de la Promotion de la Femme

Abidjan

Tel: 225 21 76 26/21 77 02

Fax: 225 21 44 61

Mr. Christophe KOUAKOU

Conseiller

Ambassade de Cote d'lvoire

P. O. Box 3668

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 12 13

6. ERITREA

Mrs. TSIGE Habtemariam

Chairperson of the Eritrean

Women's

Association in Ethiopia

Embassy of the State of Eritrea

Addis Ababa

Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 512844

Fax: 241 1 514911

7. EQUATORIAL GUINEA

Ms. Abeso Oyana JACINTA NCHAMA

Administrative Attache

Embassy of Equatorial Guinea

Addis Ababa - Ethiopia

Tel: 61 00 34



8. ETHIOPIA

H. E. Wro. TADELECH Hailemichael

Minister in Charge of

Women's Affairs Office

Prime Minister's Office

P. 0. Box 1031

Addis Ababa

Tel: 251 1 11 81 77
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10. GABON

Ms. Desire NGUEMA NZUE

Premier Conseiller Ambassade du

Gabon

Ambassade du Gabon

B. P. 1256

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 10 75

Mrs. Meteke George

Head of Department of Women's

Affairs

Ministry of Labour and Social

Affairs

Addis Ababa

Tel: 251 1 15 32 97

Fax: 251 1 51 53 16

11. GHANA

Mr. Kobina WUDU

Minister

Embassy of Ghana

P. O. Box 3173

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 14 02

Mrs. Letifa ABA JOBIR

Head of Department of Women's

Affairs

Ministry of Economic Co

operation

and Development

Addis Ababa

12. GUINEA

Mr. Ibrahim Sory SOUMAH

Ambassade de Guinee

Addis Ababa

Tel: 65 13 08

Fax: 65 12 50

Mrs. GENET Abebe

Third Secretary

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

P. O. Box 393

Addis Ababa

Tel: 51 73 45

Fax: 51 45 00

13. KENYA

Ms. Fawzia MOHAMMED

Second Secretary

Kenya Embassy

P. 0. Box 3301

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 00 33

9. FINLAND

Ms. Inna-Liisa PERTTtJNEN

Counsellor, Coordinator in

Gender

and Cultural Issues

Ministry for Foreign Affairs of

Finland

Katajanokanlaituri 3, 00160,

Helsinki

14. MADAGASCAR

S. E. M. Jean Belacroix

BAKONIARIVO

Ambassadeur

Ambassade de la Republique de

Madagascar

P. 0. Box 60004

Addis Abeba

Tel: 61 25 55
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Mr. Jean David Auguste RAVELOSON

Premier conseiller

Ambassade.. de la Republique de

Madagascar

P. O. Box 60004

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 25 55

15. MALAWI

H. E. Ms. S.A. KALINDE

Ambassador

Malawi Embassy

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 24 40

Mr. David EZALA

First Secretary

Malawi Embassy

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 24 40

16. MOZAMBIQUE . :

Ms. Carla Capla F. MUCAVI

Second Secretary

Mozambique Embassy

P. O. Box 5671, Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 25 88

Fax: 71 35 85

Mrs. L. R. KAMTENGENI

Controller of Women and Children

Affairs

Ministry of Women and Children

Affairs

Community Development and Social

Welfare

Private Bag 33J)

Capital City, Lilongwe 3

Tel: 265 780 411

Fax: 265 780 826

Ms. Lilian MASI

Assistant Controller of

Education

Ministry of Education

Private Bag 328

Lilongwe 3

Mrs. L. MAOI

Assistant Chief Education

Officer

Ministry of Education

Lilongwe

Tel: 265 780 411

Fax: 265 780 826

Ms. Lawrence chipembere

Counsellor

Malawi Embassy

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 24 40

Mr. Richard BANDA

First Secretary

Malawi Embassy

17. NETHERLANDS

Ms. Henriette BASTIANI

First Secretary, Women

Development

Netherlands Embassy

Addis Ababa

and

18. SIERRA LEONE

H. E. Mr. Malcolm O. Cole

Ambassador Extraordinary

Plenipotentiary

Embassy of Sierra Leone

Addis Ababa

and

19. SENEGAL

H. E. Ms. Aminata Mbengue NDIAYE

Ministre de la Femme, de

I1Enfant

et de la Famille

Ministere de la Femme, de

lfEnfant et de la Famille

3, Rue Beranger - Ferraud

Dakar

Tel: 221 238275

Fax: 221 236673



Ms. Khardiata LO MDZAYE

Directeur Project

PDRH Ferame

Ministere de la Femme

I1Enfant

et de la Famille

Dakar

Tel: 221 223109/222992

Fax: 221 222992

Ms. Diallo ABDOUSALAM

Conseiller

Ambassade du Senegal

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 13 76

Fax: 61 00 20

Mr. Ndao MBAYB

First Secretary

Senegal Embassy

Addis Ababa

Tel: 61 13 76
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Mr. Ajay BRAMDEO

First Secretary

South African Embassy

de P. O. Box 1091

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 30 34

Fax: 71 13 30

21. TANZANIA

Mr. George G. MWANJABALA

Minister Plenipotentiary

Embassy of Tanzania

P. 0. Box 1077

Addis Ababa

Tel: 251 1 51 81 55

Fax: 251 1 51 73 58

Z. A. BUNDALA

Counsellor

Embassy of Tanzania

P. O. Box 1077, Addis Ababa

Tel: 251 1 51 81 55

Fax: 251 1 51 73 58

20. SOUTH AFRICA

Ms. Marina L. MINNIE

Women's Human Rights Desk

Department of Foreign Affairs

Pretoria

Tel: 012 351 1593

Fax: 012 351 1628/1651

Mr. Francis MWAIPAJA

First Secretary

Embassy of Tanzania

P. 0. Box 1077, Addis Ababa

Tel: 251 1 51 81 55

Fax: 251 1 51 73 58

Ms. Florence MALEKA

National Planning Committee Post

Beij ing

Secretariat, Department of

Welfare

Pretoria

Tel: 2712 3127784

Fax: 2712 3920089/323 3734

Dr. Sandy SHAW

Minister Counsellor

South African Embassy

P. 0. Box 1091

Addis Ababa

Tel: 71 30 34

Mr. K. M. KHAMIS

Second Secretary

Embassy of Tanzania

P. O. Box 1077, Addis Ababa

Tel: 251 1 51 81 55

Fax: 251 1 51 73 58

22. ZIMBABWE

H. E. Mr. T.A. MAKOMBB

Ambassador

Zimbabwe Embassy

P. 0. BOX 5624

Addis Ababa
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Mr. Roda T. NGARANDE

First Secretary

Embassy of the Republic

Zimbabwe

P. 0. Box 5624

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 61 38 72/77

Fax: 61 34 76

of

(ii)
governmental Organizations

and Non

1.

Hr. Pascal GAYAMA

Assistant Secretary General

Organization of African Unity

P. O. Box 3243

Addis Ababa

Ms. Vetunde TERIBA

Acting Chief, Women's Unit

Organization of African Unity

P. 0. Box 3243, Addis Ababa

2. ACMP

Ms. Amanda PETERSON-adesida

Founder President

African Centre for Magazine

Publishing

P. 0. Box 9656

Addis Ababa

Tel: 18 42 22

Ms. Heather OGUHBIYI

Secretary

African Centre for

Publishing

P. 0. Box 9656

Addis Ababa

Tel: 18 42 22

Magazine

4.

Ms. Elizabeth ALABI

Programme-; Officer

Inter-African Committee

C/o ECA/ACW

Addis Ababa

Mr. KEBEDE Tadesse

Programme Officer

Inter-African Committee

C/O ECA/ACW

Addis Ababa

(iii) UN Agencies

1.

Mrs. S. CHDMA-MKANDAWIRE

ILO/EAMAT Specialist in Small

Enterprise

and Management Development

P. O. Box 2788

Addis Ababa

Ms. Marianne de Klerk

Programme Officer

ILO , Addis Ababa

2.

Mr. A. V. 0BEN6

FAO Representative in Ethiopia,

to the OAU and ECA a.i.

Office of the FAO Representative

in Ethiopia

P. 0. Box 5536

Addis Ababa

TeljC. 251-i 51 1Z 33

Fax: 251-1 51 52 66

3. AFWE/EWEA

Mrs. YESHIMEBET Tessema

President

Ethiopian Women : Entrepreneurs

Association

Addis Ababa
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3. UNDP

Ms. Ruth ABRAHAM

Assistant Resident

Representative

undp Ethiopia

P. 0. Box 5580, Addis Ababa

4. UNHCS

Ms. Franchise NGENDAKAYO

Francophone Africa/Women in

Human Settlements Development

Programme Coordinator/Liaison

Officer with Habitat II, United

Nations Centre for Human

Settlements (HABITAT)

P. 0. Box 30030, Nairobi

Kenya

Tel: 254-2 621234

Fax: 254-2 624266/7 or 624263/4

5. UNESCO

Mr. Muhammed NUBA

Director and Representative

UNESCO

P. O. Box 1177

Addis Ababa

7.

Ms. Z. PRITCHARD

Regional Advisor for the Women,

Health and Development

World Health Organization

Regional Office for Africa

P. O. Box 6

Brazzaville

Tel: 242 839111

Fax: 242 839400

Mr. Alexandre Nunes CORREIA

WHO Representative to OAU and

Coordinator with EGA

World Health Organizatiion (WHO)

P. O. Box 3050

Addis Ababa

8. WORLD BANK

Ms. A. Sena GABZANU

Liaison OAU/ECA

The World Bank

P. O. Box 5515, Addis Ababa

Ms. Mavis AMONOO

Programme Assistant

UNESCO

P. 0. Box 1177

Addis Ababa

Tel: 57 39 53

6. UNHCR

Ms. Wies Van BEMMEL

RLO Women and Children Officer

United Nations High Commissioner

for Refugees

Regional Liaison Office- for

Africa

P, 0. Box 1076

Addis Ababa
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ECA SECRETARIAT

1. Ms. Mebo MWANIKI

Chief, African Centre for Women (ACW)

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

P. 0. Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel,: 251 1 511263

Fax: 251 1 512785

2. Ms. Francoise WEGE

ACW Officer

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

;.r P. 0. BOX 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

: Tel: 251 1 518919

Fax: 251 1 512785

3. Ms. Hannah TIAGHA

Social Affairs Officer

African Centre for Women

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

P. O. Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 517200

Fax: 251 1 512785

4. Ms. Beverly JONES

Associate Social Affairs Officer

African Centre for Women

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

P. O. Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 517200

Fax: 251 1 512785

Ms. Therese NDONGKO

Consultant

African Centre for Women

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

P. O. Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 517200

Fax: 251 1 512785

Ms. Ronah SERWADDA

UNV

African Centre for Women

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

P. O. Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel: 251 1 517200
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ECA SUBSTANTIVE DIVISIONS

1. Ms. Petrina AMONOO

Chief, Librarian

> UNEC

^ Addis Ababa

2. Ms. V. TANKOU

Statistician

ECA - Statistics Division

Addis Ababa

3. Ms. Dorothy C. IWUJI

Economic Affairs Officer

UNECA/JEFAD

Addis Ababa

4. Mr. Amadou Lamine GUEYE

ECA Population Division

UNECA, Addis Ababa

5. Ms. Wambui KARANJA

UNECA/PHSD

Addis Ababa

6. Ms. Georgette SMALL

UNECA/PHSD

Addis Ababa




